
Product Overview

Qwil Messenger solves the challenge of making
chat safe and compliant when it matters most:
between both internal and external parties in
any organisation. Replace the use of insecure
email and non-compliant social chat. See our
solution in action on stage to find out more.

Intuitive
Looks and feels like chat.
Invite, share, track and be
notified in a familar way.

Confidential
Chat information used only
for intended business
purposes and no other.

Secure
Your data is protected and
remains private at all times.

Coordinated
Chat with the right
participants, at the right
time.

Verified
Know that users and
businesses are who they
say they are.

Compliant
Supports recording
requirements for company
communications.

Our solution includes out-of-the-box integrations
and connectors with popular enterprise products as
well as an extensive set of open APIs to support
countless automation and integration scenarios.

Safe. Compliant. Chat.

Securely chat and share files
Instantly deploy your own secure, branded chat service for your organisation. 

Own, control and monitor your data to meet the latest compliance and data
protection regulations (such as GDPR) and gain explicit consent from every user to
your terms of usage for the service.

Protect all participants from unkowingingly putting themselves at risk of not
complying with legislation.

One app for everyone
Qwil Messenger has been designed to work seamlessly on both mobile and web with all
your organisations in one app.  We call them "tenants”, and they are accessible from the
side menu whether your are a staff of one and/or a client/member/volunteer of
another, with bespoke contact lists and usage terms set by each tenant. Your chats are
synchronised across all your devices and can be accessed on as many devices as you
like.

An integrated solution

What our customers say

"“It is the communication tool for any organisation that needs to replace WhatsApp
usage with a safe and compliant alternative.”
- Owner, Acewall Health and Fitness

"Providing a secure and compliant chat tool to our employees which was not only
intuitive to use (like WhatsApp) but one we controlled meant we could focus on our core
business. Making some of the best bread, pastries and pasta in London."
- Founder, Pophams Bakery London

"Qwil Messenger is like WhatsApp for professional services. It is a product which we
believe has significant potential to improve the engagement with clients.
- Chief Digital Officer, Schroders

"Check it out people, it might not seem that big a deal, but trust us - it's a game-changer.”
- Partner, Mulberry Bow

“We want to be at the forefront when it comes to technology enabled services for our
clients, and we saw that Qwil Messenger could help differentiate our proposition."
- Head of Client Propositions, Nedbank Private Wealth

“It is always a challenge in our industry to offer new technologies that are also robust
and secure. It’s great in this instance that the hard work has been done for you.”
- Head of Technology, Saranac Partners

Get Qwil Messenger
Qwil Messenger is a subscription service for which you only pay for your internal (staff)
users - prospects, clients, members, volunteers and any other external party is free of
charge. 

For smaller firms keen to instantly deploy an out-of-the box solution get your entire
organisation securely chatting and sharing documents from as little as £10 per month*.

For bigger firms who want a fully integrated and automated chat channel view our
subscription plans for more details. Get in touch using the button below to request a
demonstration from a member of our team.

Get Qwil

View this product overview in PDF format.
Find out more at qwilmessenger.com 

*based on a flat annual fee of £120. All prices exclude VAT and other applicable taxes.

https://qwilmessenger.com/
https://vimeo.com/364797432/c8354e5e7a
https://www.qwilmessenger.com/pricing.html
https://www.qwilmessenger.com/request-new-tenancy.html
https://qwil.io/qwil-messenger-product-overview.pdf
http://qwilmessenger.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/qwilmessenger/
https://vimeo.com/qwilmessenger
https://twitter.com/qwilmessenger?lang=en

